
Greetings, True Believers! Today’s installment is a little ditty we’re calling:

Structure  Gameof 
the

Roll Off!
Each roll 2 dice, and add Theme Bonus High 

Roll Picks Map, Other player picks 
starting area (purple lined area at edge). 

High Roll takes first turn.

Place Objects
place 3 objects. You must have one light 
(yellow ringed), one heavy (red) and a 

third of either type, or immobile (blue). 
special objects (gear symbol) must be 5+ 

squares from starting areas.

Check Beginning of 
Game Effects!

Look through Traits 
(marked with ☆) and feats

Place Figures
Put your whole team on the board, 
starting inside of the purple lined starting area.

the beginning 
of the game

Free Actions
Check Special Powers for 

Free Actions that take place 

at the beginning of the turn

Leadership
Roll a die for each character with Leadership. On a 5 or 6, remove a token from an adjacent friendly, lower-point character. Also, gain an additional action.

the Start of 
the turn

Action Total
For every 100 points of your team 

build, you can take 1 action per 
turn. (i.e. 300 pts, 3 actions.)

Poison
     Deal 1 damage to each 

adjacent opposing character.

Before playing, build your team.
Point Value - your team should be about the same 

value as your opponents. Pick a point total for the game 
and add the point value of each of your characters.

Teams

Theme Teams - If 
every character has one 
shared keyword and you 

have the minimum number 
of characters, you get 

benefits. There are two 
kinds of theme teams, 

named and generic.

Points Named
Needed

Generic
Needed

Named
PC

Generic
PC

100-300 2+ 3+ 2 1

301-600 4+ 6+ 4 2

601-900 6+ 9+ 6 3

For theme teams, add the number 
of figures to your Roll Off.
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Attack 
Action

can be Ranged 
or Close*

GIVING 
ACTIONS

The Fundamental Mechanism of 
Heroclix is giving actions.

Move ActionMove character up 
to their speed value.

Free Actions
Take place once a turn, at any 
time. Don’t count toward your 
Action Total. Don’t put Action 

Token on your Character

Power 
Action

only activates 
powers and 
abilities.

These four types of actions 
activate all the powers, abilities, 

traits, and feats in the game. 
Check the PAC to see which powers 

key off which types of actions.

*see Anatomy of an Attack on 
clixlii.tumblr.com/learning

Points Named
PC

Generic 
PC

100-300 2 1

301-600 4 2

601-900 6 3

Probability Control
is a power that allows you to reroll dice. On 

your turn, you can reroll your rolls, on 
your opponent’s turn, you can reroll theirs. 

it’s once per turn, per character with the power. 
Theme teams can give a character on the team a 

power action to use Probability Control, a 
number of times shown in the table.

ACTION 
Tokens After giving a character a non-free 

action, place an action token on them. If 
it’s their second action token, deal them a 
click of unavoidable “Pushing Damage”. 

Characters can 
only be given 

actions if they 
have 1 or 0 action 

tokens.
Many people find it helpful to have two 
kinds of tokens and alternate by turns. 
This helps keep clear which characters 

have taken actions this turn.Characters with Willpower 
or Indomitable don’t take 

Pushing Damage.

When one player controls all figures on the 
board, they win. If time runs out, the player who 

KO’d the most points of characters wins.

End of your 
turn

At the end of your turn, for each character that 
hasn’t been given an action token this turn, you 

may remove all of their action tokens.

Free Actions
Check for any free actions 

which take place at end of turn.

Declare the end of 
your turn.
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